
Welcome to Virtual Curriculum Night 2021

Topics of Discussions:

-Letterland
-Reading
-Writing
-Math

-Science/ SS
-PBIS

-Encore
-Attendance

-Communication Platforms
-Homework Policy



Some topics we will cover include...
-Introduce Character Names, Action Tricks and 

Letter sounds/picture coding
  -Introduce Letter Names A-Z/ Word Building
 -Blending and segmenting sounds(ch,ck, sh, th,   
ng,ing)
 -Vowel Sounds (long/ short)
 -Silent Magic e
 -Onsets and Rimes/ Word Families
 -Consonant Blends (bl, cl, br, cr,sk, sp,sm)
 -r-controlled vowels (ar, er, ir, or, ur)



READING

-We will be implementing Reader’s Workshop and work 
stations during our literacy block. 

Some of the topics we will cover include… 
● Features of print 
● Understanding of syllables and sounds 
● Relationship between illustrations and text 
● Comprehension 
● Recognizing different types of texts 
● Identify elements in literature (character, setting, major events) 
● Decoding words 
● Comparing and contrasting different texts 



WRITING

Some topics we will cover will include...
-Handwriting upper and lower case letters
-Launching the Writing Workshop- Writing 
conveys meaning/ rules & procedures
-Writing for Readers: “Small Moments”
-Informative Writing: How-to books
-Persuasive Writing: Using words to make
 a change



MATH
Daily math block:
Launch/Explore/Discuss model 
work stations and manipulatives
I-ready math 
Some of the content for the year will include…
  Counting by 1s and 10s to 100
  Recognizing, representing and writing numbers to 20
  Understanding relationship between numbers and quantities
  Comparing numbers 1-10 using greater than, less than and equal to
  Exploring parts and wholes with joining and separating
  Using numbers 11-19 as foundation for place value
  Identifying, naming and describing 2D and 3D shapes



SOCIAL STUDIES

- CITIZENSHIP
- Elements of CULTURE
- How things CHANGE OVER TIME
- Similarities and Differences
- GEOGRAPHY (maps, landforms)
- Adapting to the WEATHER
- NEEDS AND WANTS



SCIENCE

- HOW THINGS MOVE
- Force and Motion
- WEATHER WATCHERS
- WHAT IS IT MADE OF? (observable properties)
- LIVING/NON-LIVING
- Animal classification



  PBIS- DESK PETS

-Students have adopted a desk pet! Students 
need to be respectful, responsible, and safe 
throughout the day by following school and 
classroom rules. 
-When students show positive behavior they can 
receive a ticket from staff/ teachers/ admin.
-Once students receive 10 tickets they can go to 
the pet store to get food or treats for their pet. 
-Students are not expected to receive a ticket
 everyday.



ENCORE
- Kindergarten Encore

Art                       Guidance
Music Media
PE Art 2

- Remember tennis shoes for Gym
- Art Show and Musical in April
- If you would like more information about a 

specific encore you can contact our encore 
teachers via email or check their teacher 
webpage.



ATTENDANCE

-Absences: If a child is absent please go on the 
Boger webpage and complete the absences form
ATTENDANCE (link)

-Quarantine Guidelines: see the Boger website

-Early Check-out counts as a tardy.

https://www.cabarrus.k12.nc.us/domain/6136


COMMUNICATION PLATFORMS:

-Seesaw for school and classroom 
information
-Teacher webpage, email
-CANVAS 
-On Canvas you can click the “Instructional 
Support” button for additional resources
 (literacy/ math links).



HOMEWORK POLICY:

-No more than 10 minutes is expected: daily 
reading, sight word review. 

-There is an expectation that Chromebooks are 
charged and sent to school everyday. 
-



Thank you for 
being here!


